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IMPORTANCE The US Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) is updating its 2008 colorectal
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cancer (CRC) screening recommendations.
OBJECTIVE To inform the USPSTF by modeling the benefits, burden, and harms of CRC
screening strategies; estimating the optimal ages to begin and end screening; and identifying
a set of model-recommendable strategies that provide similar life-years gained (LYG) and a
comparable balance between LYG and screening burden.
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DESIGN, SETTING, AND PARTICIPANTS Comparative modeling with 3 microsimulation models
of a hypothetical cohort of previously unscreened US 40-year-olds with no prior
CRC diagnosis.
EXPOSURES Screening with sensitive guaiac-based fecal occult blood testing, fecal
immunochemical testing (FIT), multitarget stool DNA testing, flexible sigmoidoscopy with or
without stool testing, computed tomographic colonography (CTC), or colonoscopy starting at
age 45, 50, or 55 years and ending at age 75, 80, or 85 years. Screening intervals varied by
modality. Full adherence for all strategies was assumed.
MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES Life-years gained compared with no screening (benefit),
lifetime number of colonoscopies required (burden), lifetime number of colonoscopy
complications (harms), and ratios of incremental burden and benefit (efficiency ratios) per
1000 40-year-olds.
RESULTS The screening strategies provided LYG in the range of 152 to 313 per 1000
40-year-olds. Lifetime colonoscopy burden per 1000 persons ranged from fewer than 900
(FIT every 3 years from ages 55-75 years) to more than 7500 (colonoscopy screening every
5 years from ages 45-85 years). Harm from screening was at most 23 complications per 1000
persons screened. Strategies with screening beginning at age 50 years generally provided
more LYG as well as more additional LYG per additional colonoscopy than strategies with
screening beginning at age 55 years. There were limited empirical data to support a start age
of 45 years. For persons adequately screened up to age 75 years, additional screening yielded
small increases in LYG relative to the increase in colonoscopy burden. With screening from
ages 50 to 75 years, 4 strategies yielded a comparable balance of screening burden and
similar LYG (median LYG per 1000 across the models): colonoscopy every 10 years (270 LYG);
sigmoidoscopy every 10 years with annual FIT (256 LYG); CTC every 5 years (248 LYG); and
annual FIT (244 LYG).
CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE In this microsimulation modeling study of a previously
unscreened population undergoing CRC screening that assumed 100% adherence, the
strategies of colonoscopy every 10 years, annual FIT, sigmoidoscopy every 10 years with
annual FIT, and CTC every 5 years performed from ages 50 through 75 years provided similar
LYG and a comparable balance of benefit and screening burden.
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andomized clinical trials (RCTs) have demonstrated
that colorectal cancer (CRC) screening reduces CRC
mortality.1-8 However, although there are multiple screening modalities, trial data are available only for screening with lowsensitivity guaiac-based fecal occult blood tests (gFOBT)1-4 and
with flexible sigmoidoscopy5-8 (SIG) and only for select ages and
intervals of screening. No trials have reported long-term findings of
direct comparisons of the various screening methods. Recognizing
that simulation models provide a way to extrapolate available evidence and predict long-term outcomes, the US Preventive Services
Task Force (USPSTF) requested simulation modeling to assess the
benefits, burden, and harms of various screening strategies for the
general population for its update to the 2008 CRC screening recommendations.

Methods
Three independently created microsimulation models of CRC developed within the National Cancer Institute–funded Cancer Intervention and Surveillance Modeling Network (CISNET) were used to
evaluate 204 screening strategies for the US general population without a prior CRC diagnosis. The goals were to model different ages
to begin and end screening and screening intervals and to identify
a set of recommendable strategies that are estimated to provide similar clinical benefit and a comparable balance of benefit and screening burden.

Model Descriptions
Three models were used for this analysis: Simulation Model of CRC
(SimCRC), Microsimulation Screening Analysis (MISCAN) for CRC,
and CRC Simulated Population Model for Incidence and Natural
History (CRC-SPIN). The 2008 analysis for the USPSTF9 used
SimCRC and MISCAN, although MISCAN has since been revised10
based on findings from a joint model validation study.11
Each model consists of a natural history component and
a screening component, which were used to simulate individual
life histories from birth to death under alternative CRC screening
strategies. These components are described briefly below
and in more detail in a full report to the USPSTF12 (http://www
.uspreventiveservicestaskforce.org/Page/Document/modeling
-report/colorectal-cancer-screening2) and in the CISNET model
registry.13
Each model simulates the natural history of CRC based on the
adenoma-carcinoma sequence (Figure 1). Simulated persons
enter the models free of disease, and over time they may develop
1 or more adenomas. Adenomas may grow, and some may transition to preclinical CRC. A preclinical CRC may become symptomatic, leading to clinical detection. Simulated persons may die of
other causes at any age, and those with clinically detected CRC
may die from the disease. Postdiagnosis survivorship depends on
age and stage at diagnosis and tumor location. Each model’s natural history component was calibrated to data on adenoma
prevalence14-23 and CRC incidence24 from a period before the dissemination of CRC screening. The models use all-cause mortality
rates from the 2009 US life table25 and stage-specific CRC relative survival estimates from analysis of data from the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) Program.26 Further
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details on the natural history structures of the models are provided in eTable 1 in the Supplement.
Each model also has a screening component that allows a simulated lifetime to be altered because of detection of a preclinical CRC
or detection and removal of an adenoma. The effect of screening
depends on the test performed; its sensitivity and specificity; how
frequently it is repeated; and, for endoscopic tests, the reach of the
scope (Table 19,27-39). The models incorporate the risk of complications from colonoscopy with polypectomy,30,31 including the potential for death from perforation.32 Further assumptions on risk of
colonoscopy complications (eFigure 1 in the Supplement) and test
characteristics (Table 1) can be found in the full report.12
The models have been validated11 against the findings from
the UK Flexible Sigmoidoscopy Screening (UKFSS) Trial of onceonly SIG.5 All 3 models predicted CRC mortality reductions 10
years after SIG screening that were within the trial’s 95% confidence interval. Two models (SimCRC and CRC-SPIN) also predicted CRC incidence reductions that were within the trial’s 95%
confidence interval. The MISCAN model underestimated the incidence reduction. The natural history component of the MISCAN
model has since been recalibrated10 and now yields predictions
that are consistent with both the mortality and incidence reductions of the UKFSS Trial.11 In this analysis, the validated and recalibrated models were used.

Screening Strategies
Eight screening modalities were evaluated: high-sensitivity
gFOBT (HSgFOBT), fecal immunochemical testing (FIT) with a
cutoff for positivity of 100 ng or more of hemoglobin (Hb) per mL
of buffer (ⱖ20 μg Hb/g of feces), multitarget stool DNA testing
(FIT-DNA), SIG alone or with interval HSgFOBT or FIT, computed
tomographic colonography (CTC), and colonoscopy. For each
modality, multiple ages to begin screening (45, 50, or 55 years)
and end screening (75, 80, or 85 years) and multiple screening
intervals were evaluated (Table 2). It was assumed that no
screening occurs after the stopping age, but that colonoscopy
surveillance of persons with a history of adenomas continues
through at least age 85 years. In addition, it was assumed that
screening, follow-up, and surveillance procedures are performed
regardless of the simulated person’s life expectancy; that is, they
do not cease among persons with limited life expectancy. In all,
204 unique strategies were evaluated, including a strategy with
no screening. It was assumed that there is 100% adherence to all
procedures. As a result, predicted outcomes from the models
reflect the potential lifetime benefits, burden, and harms of
screening among a 40-year-old US population with full willingness to participate.

Screening Outcomes
Benefit of screening was measured by the number of life-years
gained (LYG) from the prevention or delay of CRC death. The lifeyears lost as a result of death from screening complications were
also accounted for. As in the 2008 analysis for the USPSTF,9 the
number of required colonoscopies was used as a measure of the
burden of screening and includes colonoscopies for screening,
follow-up, surveillance, and the diagnosis of symptomatic cancers. The number of screening tests as a measure of the burden of
screening has been used for modeling analyses for the USPSTF
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Figure 1. Natural History of Colorectal Cancer and the Effects of Screening as Simulated by SimCRC, MISCAN, and CRC-SPIN
Adenoma removal
by polypectomy

Screening effects

Natural history
without screening

No lesion

Early detection potentially
at a more treatable stageb
Growing
adenomaa

Preclinical (undiagnosed)
colorectal cancer

Clinical (diagnosed)
colorectal cancer

Colorectal
cancer death

Non–colorectal cancer death

The opportunity to intervene in the natural history through screening is noted
in red. Screening can either remove an adenoma, thus moving a person to the
“no lesion” state, or diagnose a preclinical cancer, which, if detected at
an earlier stage, may be more amenable to treatment.
a

The SimCRC and MISCAN models simulate discrete adenoma size

for mammography for breast cancer screening,40,41 computed
tomography for lung cancer screening,42 and colposcopies for
cervical cancer screening.43,44 Harms from screening were measured by the number of complications from colonoscopy, including serious gastrointestinal events (perforations, gastrointestinal
bleeding, or transfusions), other gastrointestinal events (paralytic
ileus, nausea and vomiting, dehydration, or abdominal pain), and
cardiovascular events (myocardial infarction or angina, arrhythmias, congestive heart failure, cardiac or respiratory arrest, syncope, hypotension, or shock) (eFigure 1 in the Supplement).30,31
For each outcome, the range of findings across the 3 models is
reported.

Analysis
Efficient and Near-Efficient Screening Strategies

As in the 2008 analysis for the USPSTF,9 it was decided a priori that
it was important to consider not only the LYG from screening but
also the burden of testing required to achieve those gains. Because
the measure of burden—the number of required colonoscopies—
does not capture the burden of other testing, direct comparisons
of the benefit and burden across screening strategies were limited
to those with similar noncolonoscopy burden. This was accomplished by grouping comparable tests, which resulted in 5 classes
of screening modalities: stool-based modalities (ie, HSgFOBT, FIT,
and FIT-DNA), SIG with stool-based modalities (ie, SIG + HSgFOBT
and SIG + FIT), SIG alone, CTC, and colonoscopy.
Within each class of screening modality, the LYG and the colonoscopy burden were plotted for each screening strategy, creating
an efficient frontier, the line connecting the strategies that provide
the largest incremental increase in LYG per additional colonoscopy
performed (eFigure 2 in the Supplement). All of the screening strategies that composed the frontier were considered efficient screening options.45,46 As in the 2008 analysis,9 it was decided a priori that
weakly dominated strategies that fell below the frontier but had LYG
within 98% of the efficient frontier would be defined as nearefficient (eFigure 2 in the Supplement). All other strategies that fell
below the efficient frontier were considered inefficient. For efficient and near-efficient strategies, the incremental number of colonoscopies (ΔCOL), the incremental number of LYG (ΔLYG), and the
efficiency ratio (ie, ΔCOL/ΔLYG) relative to the next less effective
efficient strategy were calculated.
jama.com

categories (ie, 1-5 mm, 6-9 mm, ⱖ10 mm). The CRC-SPIN model simulates
continuous adenoma size.
b

Screening may allow for detection of cancer at an earlier stage than
symptom-detected cancer and therefore create the conditions necessary
for a better prognosis.

Model-Recommendable Screening Strategies

It was assumed that model-recommendable screening strategies
would be efficient or near-efficient options within their class of
screening modality; all other strategies were eliminated from consideration. For ease of clinical implementation, it was assumed
that a set of recommendable strategies would have the same ages
to begin and end screening. For each combination of screening initiation and cessation ages, a benchmark strategy was selected,
defined as a colonoscopy strategy with predicted (benchmark)
LYG that are at least as large as the predicted LYG for colonoscopy
every 10 years from ages 50 to 75 years, the colonoscopy strategy
included in the 2008 CRC screening recommendation.47 This
ensured that the model-recommendable colonoscopy strategy
was no less effective than the previously recommended colonoscopy strategy. Within each class of screening modalities, the number of strategies under consideration was narrowed by eliminating
those that were not efficient or near-efficient, those that resulted
in LYG that were less than 90% of the benchmark LYG, and those
that required more additional colonoscopies per LYG than the
benchmark strategy (ie, strategies with a larger efficiency ratio
than the benchmark strategy). The 90% threshold was selected
before analysis of simulation results and was intended to yield
model-recommendable strategies with similar LYG. The focus was
on strategies with efficiency ratios less than or equal to that of the
benchmark strategy because all noncolonoscopy strategies
require use of additional tests, and hence impose additional burden, while colonoscopy strategies do not. The final set of modelrecommendable strategies included all those that were recommendable by at least 2 of the 3 models. It was possible to have no
recommendable strategy within a class of screening modalities. If
more than 1 strategy within a class was recommendable by at least
2 models, then only the strategy yielding the most LYG was
included in the final set of model-recommendable strategies.

Sensitivity Analyses
Additional simulations were conducted using best-case and
worst-case values for test sensitivity (Table 1) for the modelrecommendable screening strategies; the time frame for the
USPSTF recommendation process precluded evaluation of all
204 unique screening strategies with best-case and worst-case
analyses. In addition, FIT was evaluated with a lower cutoff for
(Reprinted) JAMA June 21, 2016 Volume 315, Number 23
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Table 1. Screening Test Characteristics Used in the Analysis
Screening Test
Test Characteristic

Sensitivity Analysis
Base-Case Value

Source

Worst-Case Value

Best-Case Value

Source

Specificity, %

86b

Schroy et al, 201327

Not varied

Not varied

Not varied

Sensitivity for adenomas 1-5 mm, %

75

van Rijn et al, 200628

70

79

Zauber et al, 20089

85

28

van Rijn et al, 2006

80

92

Zauber et al, 20089

Colonoscopy
(within reach, per lesion)a

Sensitivity for adenomas 6-9 mm, %
Sensitivity for adenomas ≥10 mm, %

95

van Rijn et al, 200628

93.1

99.5

Johnson et al, 200829

Sensitivity for colorectal cancer, %

95

By assumption

93.1

99.5

By assumption

Reach, %

95 to end of cecum,
remainder between
rectum and cecum

By assumption

Not varied

Not varied

Not varied

Risk of complications
(serious gastrointestinal,
other gastrointestinal,
and cardiovascular complications)

Age-specific risksc

van Hees et al, 201430
Warren et al, 200931
Gatto et al, 200332

Not varied

Not varied

Not varied

Imperiale et al, 201433

FIT (per person)
Specificity, %

96.4

Imperiale et al,
201433
Not varied

Not varied

7.6d

6.7d

Sensitivity for adenomas ≥10 mm, %

23.8e

20.8e

27e

Sensitivity for colorectal cancer, %

73.8

62.3

83.3

Reach

Whole colorectum

Sensitivity for adenomas 1-5 mm, %

Not varied

8.6d

Sensitivity for adenomas 6-9 mm, %

Risk of complications, %

0

Not varied

Not varied

Lin et al, 201534

Not varied

Not varied

Not varied

Not varied

Not varied

92.5

Sensitivity for adenomas 1-5 mm, %

7.5f

Sensitivity for adenomas 6-9 mm, %

12.4

Sensitivity for adenomas ≥10 mm, %

23.9

Sensitivity for colorectal cancer, %

70

Reach

Whole colorectum

Risk of complications

Not varied

Zauber et al, 20089

HSgFOBT (per person)
Specificity, %

By assumption

0

7.5f

Zauber et al, 20089

10

26.2

Zauber et al, 20089

17.7

49.4

Zauber et al, 20089

61.5

79.4

Levi et al, 201135
Allison et al, 199636

By assumption

Not varied

Not varied

Not varied

Lin et al, 201534

Not varied

Not varied

Not varied

Imperiale et al, 201433

FIT-DNA (per person)

Not varied

7.5f

Imperiale et al,
201433

Specificity, %

89.8

Not varied

Not varied

Sensitivity for adenomas 1-5 mm, %

17.2d

15.9d

18.6d

Sensitivity for adenomas ≥10 mm, %

42.4e

38.7e

46.2e

Sensitivity for colorectal cancer, %

92.3

84

97

Reach

Whole colorectum

Not varied

Sensitivity for adenomas 6-9 mm, %

Risk of complications, %

0

By assumption

Not varied

Not varied

Not varied

Lin et al, 201534

Not varied

Not varied

Not varied

Sigmoidoscopy
(within reach, per lesion)

By assumption

Specificity, %

87b

Weissfeld et al, 200537

Not varied

Not varied

Sensitivity for adenomas 1-5 mm, %

75

By assumption

70

79.0

Sensitivity for adenomas 6-9 mm, %

85

By assumption

80

92.0

Sensitivity for adenomas ≥10 mm, %

95

By assumption

93.1

99.5

Sensitivity for colorectal cancer, %

95

By assumption

93.1

99.5

Reach, %

76-88 to
sigmoid-descending
junction; 0 beyond the
splenic flexure

Atkin et al, 200238
Painter et al, 199939

Not varied

Not varied

Not varied

By assumptiong
van Hees et al 201430
Warren et al 200931

Not varied

Not varied

Not varied

Risk of complications, %

0

Not varied

(continued)
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Table 1. Screening Test Characteristics Used in the Analysis (continued)
Screening Test

Sensitivity Analysis

Test Characteristic

Base-Case Value

Source

Worst-Case Value

Best-Case Value

Johnson et al, 200829

CTC (per lesion)
Specificity, %

88h

Not varied

Sensitivity for adenomas 1-5 mm, %

NP

NP

NP

Sensitivity for adenomas 6-9 mm, %

57

48.9

71.6

Sensitivity for adenomas ≥10 mm, %

84

75.6

92.4

Sensitivity for colorectal cancer, %

84

75.6

92.4

Reach, %

Whole colorectum

Risk of complications, %

0

Source
Johnson et al, 200829

Not varied

Not varied

By assumption

Not varied

Not varied

Not varied

Lin et al, 201534

Not varied

Not varied

Not varied

Abbreviations: CTC, computed tomographic colonography; FIT, fecal
immunochemical test with a positivity cutoff of ⱖ100 ng of hemoglobin (Hb)
per mL of buffer (ⱖ20 μg Hb/g of feces); FIT-DNA, multitarget stool DNA test
(fecal immunochemical test with a DNA stool test); HSgFOBT, high-sensitivity
guaiac-based fecal occult blood test; NP, sensitivity not provided because
only persons with a ⱖ6 mm lesion visualized at CTC are deemed to have
a positive test.

in persons without adenomas. The sensitivity for persons with 6-9 mm
adenomas was chosen such that the weighted average sensitivity
for persons with 1-5 mm and with 6-9 mm adenomas is equal to that for
nonadvanced adenomas.
e

Sensitivity for persons with advanced adenomas (ie, adenomas ⱖ10 mm or
adenomas with advanced histology). Sensitivity was not reported for the
subset of persons with ⱖ10 mm adenomas.

a

It was assumed that the same test characteristics for screening colonoscopies
applied to colonoscopies for diagnostic follow-up or for surveillance. It was
assumed that there was no correlation in findings between CTC or
sigmoidoscopy and subsequent diagnostic colonoscopy.

f

It was assumed that 1-5 mm adenomas do not bleed and therefore cannot
cause a positive stool test. It was also assumed that HSgFOBT can be positive
because of bleeding from other causes, the probability of which is equal to
positivity rate in persons without adenomas.

b

The lack of specificity with endoscopy reflects the detection of
nonadenomatous polyps, which, in the case of sigmoidoscopy, may lead to
unnecessary diagnostic colonoscopy, and in the case of colonoscopy, leads to
unnecessary polypectomy, which is associated with an increased risk of
colonoscopy complications.

g

The risk of complications with colonoscopy is conditional on polypectomy.30,31
Sigmoidoscopy is modeled without biopsy or polypectomy of detected
lesions. The risk of complications with sigmoidoscopy was therefore assumed
to be 0.

h

c

See eFigure 1 in the Supplement for details on age-specific risks.

d

Sensitivity for persons with nonadvanced adenomas. For persons with 1-5 mm
adenomas, it was assumed that the sensitivity is equal to the positivity rate

The lack of specificity with CTC reflects the detection of ⱖ6 mm
nonadenomatous lesions, artifacts, stool, and adenomas smaller than the
6-mm threshold for referral to colonoscopy that are measured as ⱖ6 mm.

positivity (eTable 2 in the Supplement). Because the number of
colonoscopies does not fully capture the burden of CRC screening, particularly in terms of bowel preparation (required for colonoscopy and for CTC), the number of procedures requiring
cathartic bowel preparation was considered as an alternative
measure of the burden of screening (continuing to assume that
harms arise only from colonoscopy with polypectomy30,31,34). It
was assumed that follow-up colonoscopy for a positive CTC finding would be performed on the same day,48 eliminating the need
for 2 bowel preparations.
SimCRC was programmed in C++, MISCAN in Delphi, and CRCSPIN in C#. Output from each model was analyzed in RStudio version 0.98.1103.

Results
Modeled Natural History for an Unscreened Cohort
of 40-Year-Olds
In the absence of screening, the models simulated nearly identical
life expectancy among 40-year-olds: 39.6 years with SimCRC and
40.0 years with MISCAN and CRC-SPIN. Estimated adenoma
prevalence among an unscreened population ranged from 11% to
13% across models at age 40 years, 26% to 36% at age 60 years,
and 43% to 50% at age 80 years, with highest prevalence at
younger ages with MISCAN and highest prevalence at older ages
with SimCRC (Figure 2A14-23,49). Although adenoma prevalence
was comparable across models, the models differed in the distrijama.com

bution of adenomas by location within the colon and rectum
(Table 3). The proportion of adenomas in the distal colon (ie,
descending or sigmoid colon) or rectum ranged from 38% to
63%, with a higher proportion in MISCAN compared with SimCRC
and CRC-SPIN. The models also differed in the distribution of the
size of the largest adenoma (Table 3). Compared with MISCAN
and CRC-SPIN, persons with adenomas in SimCRC were less likely
to have a 1- to 5-mm adenoma as the largest adenoma, while persons in CRC-SPIN were more likely to have an adenoma of at least
10 mm as the largest adenoma.
Prior to age 75 years, the models reproduced age-specific CRC
incidence rates from SEER from 1975-1979,24 a period with little to
no CRC screening (Figure 2B). At older ages, SimCRC and CRC-SPIN
predicted incidence rates that were higher than those observed in
SEER. The models generally replicated the stage distribution observed in SEER among a largely unscreened population, although
the proportion of cases diagnosed at stage IV was lower with CRCSPIN (19% of cases vs 25% of cases in SEER) (Table 3).
In the absence of screening, the models estimate that 67 to 72
per 1000 40-year-olds will be diagnosed with CRC in their lifetimes and that 27 to 28 per 1000 40-year-olds will die from CRC
(eTable 3 in the Supplement).

Outcomes Among a Cohort of 40-Year-Olds
Undergoing CRC Screening
Outcomes for all screening strategies are shown in eTables 3
through 10 in the Supplement. Although the models differed
slightly in terms of absolute benefits, burden, and harms of
(Reprinted) JAMA June 21, 2016 Volume 315, Number 23
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Table 2. Screening Strategies Evaluated by the Models
Age to Begin
Screening, y

Screening
Interval, ya

Screening Modality

Age to End
Screening, y

No screening

No. of (Unique)
Strategiesb
1 (1)

Fecal immunochemical test (FIT)

1, 2, 3

45, 50, 55

75, 80, 85

27 (27)

High-sensitivity guaiac-based fecal occult
blood test (HSgFOBT)

1, 2, 3

45, 50, 55

75, 80, 85

27 (27)

Multitarget stool DNA test (FIT-DNA)

1, 3, 5

45, 50, 55

75, 80, 85

27 (27)

Flexible sigmoidoscopy (SIG)

5, 10

45, 50, 55

75, 80, 85

18 (15)

SIG+FITc

5_2, 5_3,
10_1, 10_2

45, 50, 55

75, 80, 85

36 (36)

SIG+HSgFOBTc

5_2, 5_3,
10_1, 10_2

45, 50, 55

75, 80, 85

36 (36)

Computed tomographic
colonography (CTC)

5, 10

45, 50, 55

75, 80, 85

18 (15)

Colonoscopy (COL)

5, 10, 15

45, 50, 55

75, 80, 85

27 (20)
217 (204)

Total number of (unique)
screening strategies evaluated
with the models

a

For SIG+FIT and SIG+HSgFOBT,
the first interval is for SIG and the
second interval is for the stool test.

b

The number of unique strategies
excludes those with overlap
(eg, COL every 10 years from ages
50-80 years and from ages 50-85
years both include colonoscopies at
ages 50, 60, 70, and 80 years so are
not unique strategies).

c

If the 2 tests are due in the same
year, the stool test is performed
first. Those with a positive stool test
result are referred for a diagnostic
colonoscopy and do not have SIG.
Those with a negative stool test
result go on to have SIG.

Figure 2. Predictions From the Natural History Models of Colorectal Cancer for Adenoma Prevalence and Colorectal Cancer Incidence by Age
Autopsy data

SEER (1975-1979)

Model
SimCRC
MISCAN
CRC-SPIN

A Adenoma prevalence

B

800
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0
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2600
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Colorectal cancer cases
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Cases per 100 000
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Model
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The calibrated models were used to project estimates for ages for which
calibration data were not available. A, Adenoma prevalence from autopsy
studies14-23 and as predicted by the models. Multiple observations at each data
point reflect estimates from different studies. The SimCRC and MISCAN models
were each simultaneously calibrated to adenoma prevalence estimates from 10
autopsy studies.14-23 The CRC-SPIN model incorporates the distribution of
adenoma risk based on a Bayesian meta-analysis49 of the 10 autopsy

studies.14-23 B, Colorectal cancer cases per 100 000 from the Surveillance,
Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) program (1975-1979)24 and as
predicted by the models. The models were calibrated to SEER colorectal cancer
incidence rates in 1975-1979 because this period represents colorectal cancer
incidence in the United States when there was little or no screening for the
disease. (SEER data do not distinguish between screen-detected cancer and
clinically detected cancer.)

screening, overall they yielded consistent relative predictions
across screening modalities and similar rankings of strategies
within each class of modalities. All strategies yielded clinically
important LYG compared with no screening (range, 152-313 per
1000 40-year-olds). Lifetime colonoscopy burden ranged from
fewer than 900 per 1000 persons (FIT every 3 years from ages
55-75 years) to more than 7500 per 1000 persons (colonoscopy
screening every 5 years from ages 45-85 years). The lifetime
number of harms from screening (ie, colonoscopy-related complications) was low, with at most 23 per 1000 40-year-olds with
colonoscopy screening every 5 years from ages 45 to 85 years.
The LYG relative to the number of colonoscopies required
and the efficient frontier for all colonoscopy strategies are presented in Figure 3. Across the 3 models, the LYG and colonoscopy
burden were lowest with colonoscopy screening every 15 years

from ages 55 to 75 years (range of LYG, 214-236 per 1000 persons; range of colonoscopy burden, 2968-3079 per 1000 persons) and highest with colonoscopy screening every 5 years from
ages 45 to 85 years (range of LYG, 282-313 per 1000 persons;
range of colonoscopy burden, 7552-7630 per 1000 persons).
Similar plots for the other modalities are presented in eFigures 3
through 9 in the Supplement. For all modalities, strategies with
screening beginning at age 45 years predominated on the efficient frontier; that is, they generally provided additional LYG at a
lower number of additional colonoscopies than strategies with
screening beginning at later ages. However, the additional LYG
from starting screening at age 45 years instead of 50 years were
small relative to the additional number of colonoscopies. For
example, with colonoscopy screening every 10 years to age 75
years, lowering the age to begin screening from age 50 to age 45
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years yielded 15 to 28 additional LYG per 1000 and required an
additional 827 to 856 colonoscopies per 1000. Given this
small increase in LYG and the limited empirical data to support
lowering the recommended age to begin CRC screening from 50
to 45 years, subsequent analyses presented are limited to strategies with age to begin screening of 50 or 55 years. Within this
subset, strategies with screening beginning at age 50 years predominated among those that were on or near the efficient frontier, suggesting that age 50 years would be a reasonable age to
begin screening.
Unlike with the age to begin screening, no age to end screening predominated on the efficient frontier. However, the LYG
associated with extending the age to end screening were generally small relative to the number of additional colonoscopies
required. For example, with colonoscopy every 10 years from
age 50 years, raising the age to end screening from 75 to 80
or 85 years (so an additional screening colonoscopy was performed at age 80 years) increased LYG by 2 to 3 per 1000 persons (a 1% change for each model) and the number of colonoscopies by 384 to 414 per 1000 (a 9%-10% change for each model).
This suggests that 75 years would be a reasonable age to end
screening.
Figure 4 shows the efficient frontiers for the stool-based
modalities. When HSgFOBT, FIT, and FIT-DNA were evaluated
together, FIT strategies comprised the majority of those that were
efficient or near-efficient (efficient strategies are on the efficient
frontier and near-efficient strategies have LYG within 98% of the
efficient frontier [eFigure 2 in the Supplement]). Strategies involving FIT-DNA with annual screening from age 50 years to age 75, 80,
or 85 years were also efficient or near-efficient options in all 3 models, while FIT-DNA strategies with screening every 3 years
(the interval at which the test is currently reimbursed by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services50) or every 5 years were
dominated in all 3 models. With 2 models (SimCRC and MISCAN),
no HSgFOBT strategies were included among those that were efficient or near-efficient, and in 1 model (CRC-SPIN) only 1 HSgFOBT
strategy—annual HSgFOBT from ages 50 to 85 years—was nearefficient (eTable 11 in the Supplement).
When strategies combining SIG and stool-based testing were
evaluated as a group, SIG-plus-FIT strategies predominated
among those that were efficient or near-efficient. For all models,
efficient and near-efficient strategies included SIG plus FIT;
1 model (CRC-SPIN) also included 1 SIG-plus-HSgFOBT strategy as
efficient: SIG every 10 years with annual HSgFOBT from ages 50
to 85 years (eFigure 10 and eTable 12 in the Supplement).

US Preventive Services Task Force Clinical Review & Education

Table 3. Distribution of Adenomas by Location, Adenomas by Size,
and CRC by Stage and Lifetime Risks of CRC Outcomes From the Models
in the Absence of Screening
Outcome

SimCRC

MISCAN

CRC-SPIN

SEER
(1975-1979)24

Adenoma location
distribution
(ages 40-100 y), %a
Rectum
Sigmoid colon

8

21

9

21

36

24

Descending colon

9

6

12

Transverse colon

29

13

24

Ascending colon

23

9

23

Cecum

10

15

8

1-5 mm

56

80

73

6-9 mm

34

12

19

≥10 mm

11

9

8

1-5 mm

42

61

46

6-9 mm

40

20

24

≥10 mm

18

19

30

1-5 mm

30

51

31

6-9 mm

44

22

21

≥10 mm

26

27

48

Stage I

18

18

18

18

Stage II

34

34

36

33

Stage III

23

24

27

24

Stage IV

25

25

19

25

Adenoma size
distribution
by age, %a,b
Age 40 y

Age 60 y

Age 80 y

CRC stage
distribution
(ages 40-100 y), %a

Lifetime risks
of CRC
(ages 40-100 y),
outcomes per 1000
40-year-olds
CRC incidence

70

67

72

CRC mortality

28

28

27

Abbreviations: CRC, colorectal cancer; CRC-SPIN, CRC Simulated Population
Model for Incidence and Natural History; MISCAN, Microsimulation Screening
Analysis; SEER, Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results Program; SimCRC,
Simulation Model of CRC.
a

Distributions may not sum to 100% due to rounding.

b

Of the largest adenoma.

Model-Recommendable Strategies
In light of the limited benefits from extending the age to end
screening beyond 75 years, the predominance of earlier ages to
begin screening on the efficient frontier, and the lack of empirical
evidence to support lowering the recommended age to begin
screening from 50 to 45 years, only strategies with CRC screening from ages 50 to 75 years were eligible for model recommendation. There were 3 efficient or near-efficient colonoscopy strategies from age 50 to 75 years: colonoscopy at a 5-, 10-, or 15-year
interval (Figure 3). The 15-year interval was eliminated because it
yielded fewer LYG than colonoscopy every 10 years from ages
50 to 75 years (the colonoscopy strategy included in the 2008
jama.com

USPSTF recommendation). 47 Model-recommendable strategies with the selection of colonoscopy with a 10-year interval as
the benchmark strategy are described below, and modelrecommendable strategies with a 5-year colonoscopy interval as
the benchmark are shown in eTable 13 in the Supplement. Focus is
on the 10-year interval benchmark because moving from a 10-year
to a 5-year colonoscopy interval had a small effect on LYG
(a 3%-7% increase) relative to the effect on the colonoscopy burden (a 45%-49% increase).
With colonoscopy every 10 years from ages 50 to 75 years
selected as the benchmark strategy, the benchmark number of
(Reprinted) JAMA June 21, 2016 Volume 315, Number 23
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Figure 3. Lifetime Number of Colonoscopies and Life-Years Gained
for a Cohort of 40-Year-Olds for Colonoscopy Screening Strategies
Screening
interval (color) Age to begin-age to end screening (symbol)
15 y

45-75 y

45-80 y

45-85 y

10 y

50-75 y

50-80 y

50-85 y

5y

55-75 y

55-80 y

55-85 y

Efficient frontier
With age to begin
screening of 45,
50, or 55 y
With age to begin
screening of 50
or 55 y

A SimCRC: Colonoscopy strategies

LYG per 1000 40-Year-Olds
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Colonoscopies per 1000 40-Year-Olds
B

MISCAN: Colonoscopy strategies

LYG per 1000 40-Year-Olds
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5, 1
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5
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5075

, 15

50-7
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LYG (per 1000 persons) and efficiency ratio against which other
strategies were compared equaled 275 and 55, respectively, for
SimCRC; 248 and 39 for MISCAN; and 270 and 65 for CRC-SPIN
(Table 4).
Selecting strategies from the other classes of screening
modalities that were efficient or near-efficient and that had LYG
at least 90% of the benchmark colonoscopy strategy, while
requiring a lower efficiency ratio than the benchmark, resulted in
the following set of model-recommendable strategies in addition
to colonoscopy every 10 years (the benchmark strategy): annual
FIT; SIG every 10 years with annual FIT; and CTC every 5 years
(Table 4). Findings were consistent across models. Flexible sigmoidoscopy alone was not selected because, for each model and
each SIG strategy, LYG were less than 90% of the benchmark
LYG. The strategies of SIG every 10 years with either annual or
biennial FIT met the criteria for being a recommendable strategy
in at least 2 models, but only 10-yearly SIG with annual FIT was
included in the final set of model-recommendable strategies
because it yielded more LYG. No HSgFOBT strategy was selected
because no strategies with screening from ages 50 to 75 years
were efficient or near-efficient. Although annual screening with
FIT-DNA from ages 50 to 75 years was near-efficient in all 3 models, it was not selected because its efficiency ratio exceeded that
of the benchmark.
Among the 4 model-recommendable strategies (with colonoscopy screening every 10 years from ages 50-75 years as the
benchmark), median LYG across the 3 models ranged from 244
per 1000 with annual FIT to 270 per 1000 persons with colonoscopy every 10 years (the benchmark strategy); median colonoscopy burden ranged from 1743 per 1000 persons with CTC every
5 years to 4049 per 1000 persons with colonoscopy every 10
years (Table 4). The median reduction in the lifetime risk of dying
from CRC across the 3 models was 81% with annual FIT (eTable 5
in the Supplement), 82% with CTC every 5 years (eTable 10), 85%
with SIG every 10 years with annual FIT (eTable 9), and 87% with
colonoscopy every 10 years (eTable 3).

5, 1

5

200
2900 3300 3700 4100 4500 4900 5300 5700 6100 6500 6900 7300 7700

Colonoscopies per 1000 40-Year-Olds
C

CRC-SPIN: Colonoscopy strategies

300

5
5,
-8
50 , 5
0

5
5,
-7

-8

50

15
5,
5,
-7

55

225

10
0,
-8
50
10
5,
a
-7
5
50 0, 1
-8
50

250

50

275

-7
50

LYG per 1000 40-Year-Olds

325

15

200
2900 3300 3700 4100 4500 4900 5300 5700 6100 6500 6900 7300 7700

Colonoscopies per 1000 40-Year-Olds

Labeled strategies are efficient or near-efficient with an age to begin screening
of 50 or 55 years. aStrategy is near-efficient (it is weakly dominated and its
life-years gained [LYG] are within 98% of the efficient frontier).
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Sensitivity Analyses
Model predictions for the sensitivity analysis using the best-case
and worst-case assumptions for test sensitivity are presented in
eTable 14 in the Supplement for the set of model-recommendable
strategies with screening from ages 50 to 75 years with colonoscopy every 10 years selected as the benchmark strategy. The
percent change in numbers of colonoscopies, noncolonoscopy
tests, LYG, complications, and CRC deaths averted relative to the
base-case analysis ranged from −2% to 3% for the colonoscopy
strategy, −6% to 6% for the FIT strategy, −4% to 5% for the
SIG-plus-FIT strategy, and −5% to 7% for the CTC strategy.
Overall conclusions for stool-based testing did not change
with the inclusion of FIT strategies with a lower cutoff for positivity. Annual FIT with a high positivity threshold continued to be the
model-recommendable stool-based strategy in all models (eTable
15 in the Supplement).
Findings were sensitive to the measure used for the burden of
screening. When the number of procedures requiring cathartic bowel
preparation was used, rather than the number of colonoscopies, CTC
was no longer included as a model-recommendable strategy (eTable
16 in the Supplement).
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Figure 4. Lifetime Number of Colonoscopies and Life-Years Gained
for a Cohort of 40-Year-Olds for Stool-Based Screening Strategies
Screening
modality (color) Age to begin-age to end screening (symbol)
FIT
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With age to begin
screening of 50
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In these analyses of a general population of US 40-year-olds without prior diagnosis of CRC undergoing screening, the following
screening strategies from ages 50 to 75 years were estimated to
provide comparable LYG and a comparable balance of benefit and
burden: colonoscopy every 10 years, annual FIT, SIG every 10 years
with annual FIT, and CTC every 5 years. With these strategies,
median LYG across the 3 models ranged from 244 per 1000 persons with FIT to 270 per 1000 persons with colonoscopy; median
colonoscopy burden ranged from more than 1700 per 1000 persons with CTC to approximately 4000 per 1000 persons with colonoscopy. The median reduction in the lifetime risk of dying from
CRC was 81% with annual FIT, 82% with CTC every 5 years, 85%
with SIG every 10 years with annual FIT, and 87% with colonoscopy
every 10 years. Although the model-recommendable strategies are
based on beginning screening at age 50 years, model results suggested that starting screening at age 45 years was more effective
and provided a more favorable balance between LYG and screening
burden than starting at age 50 years. However, empirical evidence
is lacking to support lowering the age to begin screening. Consistent with the 2008 analysis,9 continuing screening beyond age 75
years for regularly screened persons in whom no adenomas or
CRCs have been detected was estimated to provide limited benefit
relative to the increase in the number of colonoscopies required.
There are some important differences between the current
analysis and the 2008 analysis.9 In the current analysis, screening
modalities with similar noncolonoscopy burden were grouped. The
gFOBT Hemoccult II was not considered because of its low
sensitivity,51 which resulted in lower LYG than with other stoolbased modalities.9 HSgFOBT and FIT were again considered, although there are now empirical data to suggest that FIT has higher
sensitivity and specificity for CRC than HSgFOBT.34 Also considered was the newly developed FIT-DNA test, which has higher sensitivity for CRC and for advanced adenomas than a FIT with a positivity cutoff of 100 ng or more of Hb/mL of buffer (ⱖ20 μg Hb/g of
feces) alone.33 Among the stool-based tests, FIT strategies predominated on the efficient frontier; HSgFOBT strategies were consistently below the frontier. Strategies including FIT-DNA with annual
testing were on or near the frontier but were not among the modelrecommendable strategies because their efficiency ratios were larger
than that of the benchmark colonoscopy strategy. The strategy of
FIT-DNA every 3 years (the interval currently reimbursed by
the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services50) provided fewer LYG
than that of the benchmark colonoscopy strategy and was dominated by other stool-based modalities. Flexible sigmoidoscopy alone
provided fewer LYG than other strategies, but SIG every 10 years
combined with annual FIT emerged as a model-recommendable
strategy in all models. The latter strategy may be attractive to persons who opt for annual FIT but who also want reassurance from endoscopic testing. However, combined SIG and stool testing is nearly
obsolete in the United States.52
Computed tomographic colonography strategies were also included in the current analysis, whereas CTC was excluded from the
2008 analysis. A strategy involving CTC was model-recommendable provided that the number of colonoscopies, rather than the
number of procedures requiring cathartic bowel preparation, was

LYG per 1000 40-Year-Olds
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life-years gained [LYG] are within 98% of the efficient frontier).
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Table 4. Outcomes for CRC Screening Strategies With Screening From Ages 50 to 75 Years and the Recommendable Strategies by Model
When the Colonoscopy Strategy With a 10-Year Interval Is the Benchmark Strategya
Model

Outcomes per 1000 40-Year-Olds

Modality,
Age to BeginAge to End, y,
Interval, y

Stool
Tests

SIGs

CTCs

COLs

LYG

Complications

CRC
Deaths
Averted

Efficiency
Ratio
<Benchmark

Efficiency
Ratiob

LYG
≥90% of
Benchmark

ModelRecommendable
Strategy

SimCRC
Colonoscopy
COL 50-75, 10

0

0

0

4007

275

14

24

55

Benchmark
strategy

Yes

FIT 50-75, 3

6887

0

0

971

212

6

18

5

FIT 50-75, 2

9326

0

0

1215

234

7

20

Yes

No

HSgFOBT 50-75, 3

6456

0

0

1286

212

7

18

DominatedS

ND

No

FIT-DNA 50-75, 5

4391

0

0

1364

224

8

20

DominatedS

ND

No

S

Stool test
Yes

12

No

HSgFOBT 50-75, 2

8388

0

0

1597

235

9

20

Dominated

ND

No

FIT-DNA 50-75, 3

5990

0

0

1701

250

9

22

DominatedW

ND

Yes

c

FIT 50-75, 1

15 778

0

0

1739

260

10

23

Yes

Yes

HSgFOBT 50-75, 1

12 914

0

0

2230

261

11

23

DominatedS

24

ND

Yes

FIT-DNA 50-75, 1

11 041

0

0

2601

271

12

24

155c

No

Yes

SIG 50-75, 10

0

2480

0

1345

200

8

18

3

Yes

No

SIG 50-75, 5

0

4111

0

1820

227

10

21

18

Yes

No

SIG+FIT 50-75,
10_2

7942

2196

0

1917

262

10

23

6

Yese

Yese

SIG+FIT 50-75,
5_3

5367

3700

0

2127

263

11

23

DominatedS

ND

Yes

SIG+HSgFOBT 50-75,
10_2

7212

2042

0

2190

262

11

23

DominatedS

ND

Yes

SIG+FIT 50-75, 5_2

7296

3559

0

2224

267

11

24

DominatedS

ND

Yes

Yes

Sigmoidoscopy

Sigmoidoscopy +
stool testd

SIG+FIT 50-75, 10_1

c

13 393

2097

0

2248

270

11

24

Yes

Yes

SIG+HSgFOBT 50-75,
5_3

5099

3425

0

2294

263

12

23

DominatedS

54

ND

Yes

SIG+HSgFOBT 50-75,
5_2

6689

3211

0

2431

267

12

24

DominatedS

ND

Yes

SIG+HSgFOBT 50-75,
10_1

11 100

1926

0

2616

271

12

24

DominatedS

ND

Yes

CTC 50-75, 10

0

0

2458

1460

239

9

21

3

Yes

No

CTC 50-75, 5

0

0

4069

1927

265

11

24

18

Yes

Yes

0

0

0

4101

248

15

22

39

Benchmark
strategy

FIT 50-75, 3

6795

0

0

995

176

7

15

7

Yes

No

FIT 50-75, 2

9342

0

0

1243

200

8

17

12c

Yes

No

HSgFOBT 50-75, 3

6302

0

0

1296

175

8

15

DominatedS

ND

No

FIT-DNA 50-75, 5

4380

0

0

1402

193

9

17

DominatedS

ND

No

S

Yes

CT colonography

Yes

MISCAN
Colonoscopy
COL 50-75, 10

Yes

Stool test

HSgFOBT 50-75, 2

8408

0

0

1636

200

9

18

Dominated

ND

No

FIT-DNA 50-75, 3

5779

0

0

1714

215

9

19

DominatedS

ND

No
(continued)
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Table 4. Outcomes for CRC Screening Strategies With Screening From Ages 50 to 75 Years and the Recommendable Strategies by Model
When the Colonoscopy Strategy With a 10-Year Interval Is the Benchmark Strategya (continued)
Model

Outcomes per 1000 40-Year-Olds

Modality,
Age to BeginAge to End, y,
Interval, y

Stool
Tests

FIT 50-75, 1

SIGs

15 843

0

CTCs

COLs

LYG

Complications

CRC
Deaths
Averted

0

1757

231

10

20

Efficiency
Ratiob
21c
S

Efficiency
Ratio
<Benchmark

LYG
≥90% of
Benchmark

ModelRecommendable
Strategy

Yes

Yes

Yes

HSgFOBT
50-75, 1

12 927

0

0

2287

232

11

20

Dominated

ND

Yes

FIT-DNA
50-75, 1

11 025

0

0

2662

246

12

21

120c

No

Yes

SIG 50-75, 10

0

2356

0

1881

201

11

18

9

Yes

No

SIG 50-75, 5

0

3807

0

2287

221

12

20

20

Yes

No

SIG+FIT
50-75, 10_2

7306

1886

0

2157

232

11

20

10

Yese

Yese

SIG+HSgFOBT
50-75, 10_2

6594

1677

0

2374

231

12

20

DominatedS

ND

Yes

SIG+FIT
50-75, 5_3

4737

3380

0

2451

239

13

21

DominatedS

ND

Yes

12 642

1903

0

2490

246

12

22

Yes

Yes

SIG+FIT
50-75, 5_2

6523

3221

0

2501

241

13

21

DominatedS

ND

Yes

SIG+HSgFOBT
50-75, 5_3

4462

3146

0

2587

238

13

21

DominatedS

ND

Yes

SIG+HSgFOBT
50-75, 5_2

5947

2882

0

2667

240

13

21

DominatedS

ND

Yes

SIG+HSgFOBT
50-75, 10_1

10 562

1633

0

2814

245

13

21

DominatedS

ND

Yes

CTC 50-75, 10

0

0

2485

1293

184

8

16

6

Yes

No

CTC 50-75, 5

0

0

4171

1743

226

10

20

11

Yes

Yes

0

0

0

4049

270

15

24

65

Benchmark
strategy

6857

0

0

1081

178

7

16

7

Sigmoidoscopy

Sigmoidoscopy +
stool testd

SIG+FIT
50-75, 10_1

24

Yes

CT colonography

Yes

CRC-SPIN
Colonoscopy
COL 50-75, 10

Yes

Stool test
FIT 50-75, 3
HSgFOBT
50-75, 3

6498

0

0

1317

183

8

16

FIT 50-75, 2

9241

0

0

1346

207

9

18

S

Dominated
9

Yes

No

ND

No

Yes

No

S

FIT-DNA
50-75, 5

4370

0

0

1473

195

9

18

Dominated

ND

No

HSgFOBT
50-75, 2

8448

0

0

1626

212

9

19

DominatedS

ND

No

FIT-DNA
50-75, 3

5927

0

0

1827

226

10

20

DominatedW

ND

No

FIT 50-75, 1

15 444

0

0

1899

244

11

22

HSgFOBT
50-75, 1

13 026

0

0

2253

247

11

22

FIT-DNA
50-75, 1

10 745

0

0

2729

261

13

23

SIG 50-75, 10

0

2515

0

1161

165

7

SIG 50-75, 5

0

4298

0

1493

181

9

17

Yes

Yes

ND

Yes

87c

No

Yes

15

6

Yes

No

16

22

Yes

No

DominatedS

Yes

Sigmoidoscopy

(continued)
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Table 4. Outcomes for CRC Screening Strategies With Screening From Ages 50 to 75 Years and the Recommendable Strategies by Model
When the Colonoscopy Strategy With a 10-Year Interval Is the Benchmark Strategya (continued)
Model

Outcomes per 1000 40-Year-Olds

Modality,
Age to BeginAge to End, y,
Interval, y

Stool
Tests

SIGs

CTCs

COLs

LYG

Complications

CRC
Deaths
Averted

Efficiency
Ratiob

Efficiency
Ratio
<Benchmark

LYG
≥90% of
Benchmark

Yes

No

ModelRecommendable
Strategy

Sigmoidoscopy +
stool testd
SIG+FIT
50-75, 10_2

8033

2192

0

1905

239

11

21

SIG+FIT
50-75, 5_3

5559

3780

0

1984

235

11

21

DominatedS

ND

No

SIG+FIT
50-75, 5_2

7506

3611

0

2125

244

11

22

DominatedS

ND

Yes

SIG+HSgFOBT
50-75, 10_2

7386

2062

0

2125

241

11

21

DominatedS

ND

No

SIG+HSgFOBT
50-75, 5_3

5314

3531

0

2132

237

11

21

DominatedS

ND

No

13 404

2079

0

2289

256

12

23

Yes

Yes

SIG+HSgFOBT
50-75, 5_2

6949

3297

0

2305

246

12

22

DominatedS

ND

Yes

SIG+HSgFOBT
50-75, 10_1

11 376

1940

0

2581

258

12

23

DominatedS

ND

Yes

SIG+FIT
50-75, 10_1

9

25

Yes

CT colonography
CTC 50-75, 10

0

0

2500

1304

224

9

20

3

Yes

No

CTC 50-75, 5

0

0

4254

1654

248

10

22

14

Yes

Yes

Abbreviations: COL, colonoscopy; CRC, colorectal cancer; CTC, computed
tomographic colonography; FIT, fecal immunochemical test with
a positivity cutoff of ⱖ100 ng of hemoglobin per mL of buffer
(ⱖ20 μg Hb/g of feces); FIT-DNA, multitarget stool DNA test
(fecal immunochemical test with a DNA stool test); HSgFOBT, high-sensitivity
guaiac-based fecal occult blood test; LYG, life-years gained compared
with no screening; ND, indicates efficiency ratio is not defined because
the strategy is not efficient or near-efficient; S, strategy is strongly dominated
(ie, another screening strategy within the modality requires fewer
colonoscopies and provides more LYG [eFigure 2 in the Supplement]);
SIG, flexible sigmoidoscopy; W, strategy is weakly dominated (ie, another more
burdensome strategy within the modality provides more LYG and has a lower
efficiency ratio) and does not meet the criterion for near-efficiency.

by at least 2 of the 3 models: COL 10y (benchmark strategy); FIT 1y; SIG 10y +
FIT 1y; and CTC 5y. Within a class of screening modalities, strategies are
ordered by the number of colonoscopies required.
b

Efficiency ratios (ΔCOL/ΔLYG) are from the within-class analysis of all
strategies with age to begin screening of 50 or 55 years and age to end
screening of 75, 80, or 85 years. See eTables 11-12 and 17-19 in the Supplement.

c

Indicates the strategy is near-efficient (ie, it is weakly dominated and its LYG
are within 98% of the within-class efficient frontier).

d

For SIG+FIT and SIG+HSgFOBT, the first interval is for SIG and the second
interval is for the stool test.

e

The final set of model-recommendable strategies are those recommendable

This strategy was not among the recommendable strategies with this model
because an alternative within-class strategy also met the criteria for being a
recommendable strategy and provided more LYG.

used as the measure of screening burden. When cathartic bowel
preparations were included as part of the burden metric, there was
an optimistic assumption that colonoscopy for the follow-up of a
positive CTC finding would be performed on the same day, thereby
eliminating the need for 2 bowel preparations. Same-day follow-up
colonoscopy requires integration between radiology and gastroenterology units and is available at some specialized centers in the
United States.53 Although the burden of bowel preparation with CTC
was included in the sensitivity analysis, none of the analyses accounted for the harms associated with the small risk of radiationinduced cancer from CTC, nor did the analyses account for the harms
(or potential benefits) from the follow-up of extracolonic findings
detected at CTC. Accounting for these benefits, harms, and burdens might have the potential to alter whether CTC was a modelrecommendable strategy, but evidence is insufficient to reliably
quantify the magnitude of these effects.34
Having multiple independently developed models that provide similar findings despite differences in underlying assumptions
provides a stronger case for model results. Each model simulates a

different average dwell time from adenoma to clinical cancer,11,54 reflecting uncertainty in clinical understanding of these unobservable processes. Using 3 distinct models provides a range of outcomes based on different assumptions, similar to a sensitivity
analysis. In general, while the models differed slightly in terms of absolute outcomes (eg, number of LYG from screening, number of colonoscopies required, and number of CRC deaths averted), they yielded
consistent relative predictions across screening modalities and similar rankings within classes of screening modalities.
This study should be interpreted in the context of several limitations. First, the models assumed perfect adherence to screening
regimens, including all screening, follow-up, and surveillance tests,
resulting in a prediction of the maximum achievable benefit for each
strategy. Adherence to screening is a crucial component of screening effectiveness. Currently there is limited empirical evidence on
test-specific adherence over multiple rounds of screening.55 Furthermore, there are no data describing screening adherence over
an extended period (such as the 40-year period from ages 45-85
years, as simulated by the models), making it impossible to inform

a
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the models with empirical evidence. The 2008 analysis for
the USPSTF9 included a sensitivity analysis examining the effect
of adherence, with the expected result that reducing adherence
resulted in fewer LYG and lower colonoscopy burden. However,
adherence was not incorporated into selection of modelrecommendable strategies in 2008 (nor was it in the current analysis), because identifying model-recommendable strategies based
on imperfect adherence could result in selection of strategies with
short intervals to make up for suboptimal population-level adherence; it could also lead to overscreening for those individuals who
adhere to recommendations, potentially at the cost of unnecessary risks and burden.
Second, this analysis is meant to inform population guidelines.
It is based on simulation of the general US population and is not intended for individual-level decision making, which would incorporate information about personal risk and patient preferences. Evaluation of personalized screening scenarios was beyond the scope of
this analysis. However, screening strategies tailored to family
history,56 comorbidity status,57 and screening history10 have been
evaluated in other analyses.
Third, although the results provide a framework for evaluating
a program of screening, much of the empirical data on test sensitivity and specificity are based on a single round of screening. Additional studies with multiple rounds of screening are needed to inform whether and how test performance varies at repeat screenings.
In the absence of data to suggest otherwise, conditional independence of repeat screenings was assumed, meaning there were no
systematic false-negative results for adenomas and cancers. This assumption would not hold for HSgFOBT, FIT, or the FIT component
of the FIT-DNA test if some lesions never bleed. There is no evidence to inform whether that is the case, or whether the DNA assay component of the FIT-DNA test would also be subject to systematic false-negative findings. Colonoscopy and CTC might also
have systematic false-negative findings due to lesions located behind a colonic fold or flat lesions. If test sensitivity is lower at subsequent rounds of screening, estimates of the benefits of screening might be overstated.
Fourth, adenoma size was used as an indicator for advanced adenomas, but the models did not explicitly simulate adenoma histology, largely because it is correlated with size. The models did not include the serrated polyp pathway58,59 due to insufficient evidence
on the prevalence of sessile-serrated polyps by age, size, and location; their malignant potential; and the ability of screening tests to
detect them.
Fifth, it was assumed that, conditional on size, colonoscopy sensitivity is the same for each adenoma within reach of the endoscope, regardless of its location. Observational studies suggest a
smaller mortality reduction for proximal than for distal or rectal cancer with colonoscopy,60-68 implying that test sensitivity (and natural history) might differ by location.
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Sixth, the effect of uncertainty in model input parameters on
the model-recommendable screening strategies was not evaluated with a probabilistic sensitivity analysis. The USPSTF recommendation process necessitated the completion of the systematic evidence review prior to estimation of screening effects by
the models. The time frame for presentation of model findings to
the USPSTF did not allow for completion of a probabilistic sensitivity analysis, which, with 204 unique screening strategies,
would have required at least 200 000 additional simulations per
model. The uncertainty in the deep natural history parameters is
captured to some degree by the use of 3 models that have different assumptions with respect to natural history.54 To the extent
that the 3 models yield similar conclusions, the results appear to
be less sensitive to the natural history parameters. The most
important external parameters are the test sensitivity estimates,
which were varied.
Seventh, the measures of the benefits and burden of screening
used in the analysis were imperfect. The benefits of screening were
measured by LYG and did not account for quality of life. Utility
weights have been estimated for diagnosed CRC states,69 but utility weights have not been estimated for the 8 CRC screening tests,
nor for colonoscopy complications. Had quality of life been
accounted for in this analysis, alternative model-recommendable
screening strategies might have emerged. In addition, the number
of required colonoscopies was used as the measure of the burden
of screening. This was chosen because colonoscopy is the only burden shared by all modalities. All tests are burdensome but in different ways. 70 Ideally, a metric would have been identified that
accounts for the burden of all testing, but doing so requires subjective assumptions about how many of one test is equivalent to one
of another (eg, x stool tests are equivalent to y SIGs and to z colonoscopies, etc). The relative burden of different tests likely varies
across patients according to different preferences. In a sensitivity
analysis in which the number of cathartic bowel preparations was
used as an alternative measure of the burden of screening, CTC
every 5 years was no longer included as a model-recommendable
strategy, suggesting that the recommendable strategies are sensitive to the measure of screening burden. Future work should consider alternative measures of test burden that would enable direct
comparison across all screening strategies.

Conclusions
In this microsimulation modeling study of a previously unscreened
population undergoing CRC screening that assumed 100% adherence, the strategies of colonoscopy every 10 years, annual FIT, SIG
every 10 years with annual FIT, and CTC every 5 years performed from
ages 50 to 75 years provided similar LYG and a comparable balance
of benefit and screening burden.
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